
Landing pad for drones Sunnylife 60cm hexagon - Double Sided Ref: 5904647813700
Landing pad for drones Sunnylife 60cm hexagon - Double Sided (TJP09)

Mat/ Sunnylife drone landing pad 60 cm hexagon, double-sided and waterproof (TJP09)
Provide your drone with a safe landing. Sunnylife's double-sided landing pad is made of PU leather and silicone - as a result, it is durable,
as well as water and wind resistant. It will work well with such drones as the DJI Avata, Mini 3 Pro, Mavic 3, Mini SE, Air 2S, DJI FPV, Mini 2,
Royal 2, Rolay Mini, Royal Air 2, Royal Pro, Phantom 4 Pro, FIMI X8SE 2022, as well as those from the Daotong EVO series. The included
carrying case makes storage easy.
 
Durable design
Four  pegs  guarantee reliable  stabilization  and keep the mat  in  its  designated place.  This  means you don't  have to  worry  about  wind,
which can occur in open spaces, on the beach or on grassy areas. The hexagonal design of the landing mat is perfectly distinguished by
its high resistance.
 
Convenience of use
When folded, the landing pad is about the size of a tablet (28 x 20.5 cm), and when unfolded it offers 60 x 55 cm of space. The reliable
construction  of  waterproof  PU  plastic  allows  for  hassle-free  cleaning  of  the  landing  pad  even  during  wild  adventures.  The  product's
distinctive colors  won't  fade,  and the careful  finishing of  the stitching and binding is  the result  of  solid  and precise craftsmanship."  In
addition to the mat, the set comes with a special case in which you will store it, ensuring safe transportation. In addition, you will find 4
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stabilizing pins in the package.
 
In the set:
Landing pad x1
Case x1
Stabilizing peg x4
	Manufacturer	
	Sunnylife
	Model	
	TJP09
	Material	
	PU silicone
	Weight	
	419 g
	Size when unfolded
	60 x 55 cm
	Size when folded
	28 x 20.5 cm

Price:

€ 34.50
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